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SUMMARY OF AMENDMENT
This Land Development Code Amendment (LDCA) changes the time
between required inspections for guyed and self-supporting towers.

LDC SECTIONS TO BE AMENDED
5.05.09 Communication Towers

ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS
DSAC-LDR
TBD

DSAC
TBD

CCPC
TBD

BACKGROUND: The South Florida Water Management District (District), which manages water
resources throughout 16 counties in Florida, recently suggested that Collier County update the
telecommunications towers (towers) ordinance so that the ongoing inspection cycle for their selfsupporting tower is less frequent. According to the LDC, all guyed and self-supporting towers that
exceed 185 feet in height require ongoing inspection reports. At minimum, these inspection reports must
include an evaluation of the 1) tower structure, 2) guy wires and fittings, 3) guy anchors and foundations,
4) condition of antennas, transmission lines, etc., and 5) vertical alignment and guy wire tension (for
guyed towers). As specified in the LDC, guyed towers require ongoing inspections every two years—
self-supporting towers every four years. This LDCA will change these timeframes by making them less
frequent, but still consistent with industry standards. The District owns one tower, located at Faka Union
within the Picayune Strand. The District provides inspection reports on five-year cycles in all counties
within their jurisdiction, except for in Collier County, which requires a four-year rotation.
The Telecommunication Industry Association (TIA), an advocacy organization for the tower industry,
published Structural Standard for Antenna Supporting Structures, Antennas and Small Wind Turbine
Support Structures ANSI/TIA-222-H. This publication recommends that inspections occur every three
years for guyed towers, five years for self-supporting towers, and seven years for monopoles.
Staff researched a small sample of codes from other counties in Florida—Broward, Miami-Dade, Lee,
Sarasota, and St. Johns. None of them have specific regulations pertaining to the ongoing inspections
of towers. The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), which is used by the Federal Communications
Commission, contains inspection regulations, but its scope is very narrow and does not address ongoing
inspections.
In 1991, Collier County adopted Ordinance 1991-84, which represented a comprehensive update to the
LDC as it relates to towers. This ordinance included the ongoing inspection periods for guyed and selfsupporting towers, which are still in effect today. The inspection periods were discussed at the two
Board of County Commissioners (Board) hearings leading up to its adoption. During the first hearing,
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Mr. Leroy Pate, representing the tower industry, proposed an inspection period of every three years for
guyed towers and five years for self-supporting towers (see Exhibit B). However, staff recommended
more frequent timeframes, citing concerns “that there are presently towers that are overloaded not only
by antennas and equipment, but are not technically built to support what was placed on them initially.”
At the second Board hearing (see Exhibit C), another tower industry representative, Mr. Robert Kersteen,
recommended that the inspection periods be the two- and four-year timeframes. Later during the same
hearing, Mr. Pate recommended the inspections be required every three years. However, staff continued
to recommend the two- and four-year inspection cycles, which were ultimately adopted by the Board
and currently enforced today.
Staff concurs with the District regarding the inspection timeframes specified by ANSI/TIA-222.
However, because Collier County (and Florida in general) is vulnerable to hurricanes and other
inclement weather, rather than eliminating the mandatory inspections and relying on the industry to
regulate itself, staff proposes updating the language so that inspections are consistent with ANSI/TIA222 standards.
FISCAL & OPERATIONAL IMPACTS
The less frequent inspection reports will reduce
costs for the tower industry.

GMP CONSISTENCY
No Element of the GMP addresses towers
inspections; therefore, there are no GMP
consistency issues or concerns. This LDCA may
be deemed consistent with the GMP.
EXHIBITS: A – Ordinance 91-84; B – Board Minutes 08-21-1991; C – Board Minutes 09-09-1991; D
– ANSI_TIA-222-H; and E – 47 CFR 17.47
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DRAFT
Text underlined is new text to be added
Text strikethrough is current text to be deleted

Amend the LDC as follows:
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5.05.09 - Communications Towers
*

*

#

*

*

G.

Development standards for communication towers .

*

*

*

14.

Effective January 1, 1992, all guyed All guyed towers, including old towers,
exceeding 185 feet in height shall be inspected every three (3) two (2)
years. Self-supporting Such self-supporting towers shall be inspected
every four (4) five (5) years. Each inspection shall be conducted by a
qualified professional engineer or other qualified professional inspector,
and any inspector-recommended repairs and/or maintenance should be
completed without unnecessary delay. At a minimum, each inspection shall
include the following:

#

#
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*
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a.

Tower structure: Including bolts, loose or damaged members, and
signs of unusual stress or vibration.

b.

Guy wires and fittings: Check for age, strength, rust, wear, general
condition, and any other signs of possible failure.

c.

Guy anchors and foundations: Assess for cracks in concrete, signs
of corrosion, erosion, movement, secure hardware, and general site
condition.

d.

Condition of antennas, transmission lines, lighting, painting,
insulators, fencing, grounding, and elevator, if any.

e.

For guyed towers: Tower vertical alignment and guy wire tension
(both required tension and present tension).

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
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PLANNING ADVISORY NOTICE

ANSI/TIA-222
Maintenance
and Condition
Assessment of
Telecommunication
Towers
What is ANSI/TIA-222 and why is it important for
the telecommunications industry? ANSI/TIA-222
is the “Structural Standard for Antenna Supporting
Structures and Antennas”. ANSI/TIA-222 is critically
important to the telecommunications industry for many
reasons. Some of which are as follows:
■■

Direct link to the International Building Code (IBC);

■■

Provides guidelines for the procurement of structures;

■■

Establishes design parameters for structures; and

■■

Provides criteria for Maintenance and Condition
Assessment of these structures.

This Planning Advisory Notice (PAN) focuses primarily
on Section 14 of the ANSI/TIA-222 Standard. Section
14 covers minimum criteria for a proper Maintenance
and Condition Assessment of antenna supporting
structures. The current version of ANSI/TIA-222 is G-2,
however, throughout this PAN, we will also be referencing the draft version of ANSI/TIA-222-H to communicate upcoming changes in Section 14. In addition to
Section 14, Annex J (Normative) provides checklists for
maintenance and condition assessment, field mapping
of appurtenances and structural components as well as
charts for determining twist and out of plumb on guyed
towers. We will also touch on Annex K, as it brings
tension, twist, and plumb together. To add clarity, a
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Authors: Scott Kisting (EVP – Proactive Telecommunications Solutions) and John Erichsen (Principal EET PE, Chairman
TIA committee TR 14). The members of the PAN Advisory Group who are involved in the writing and researching of each
PAN topic include: John Erichsen (Principal EET PE, Chairman TIA committee TR 14), Scott Kisting (EVP – Proactive
Telecommunications Solutions), Richard Cullum (Program Manager – Crown Castle), Jeremy Buckles (Safety and
Compliance Officer – International, SBA Communications Corporation), Craig Snyder (President, Sioux Falls Tower &
Communications), and Stephanie Brewer (Compliance Coordinator – MUTI-Sabre Industries Telecom Services).
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PLANNING ADVISORY NOTICE (CONTINUED)
Normative designation simply means that Annex J
carries the same weight and merit as the body of the
Standard. An annex allows the Committee to provide
information as a narrative or list when it is more effective than using the language limitations placed upon
the body of the standard such as the scope, requirements, and the maintenance and condition assessment
cycles.
Revision H clarifies issues around safety climbs and
inspection. ANSI/TIA-222-G Section 14 (Scope) states
“This section addresses the maintenance and condition
assessment of structures.” The following note is included in ANSI/TIA-222-H – “Maintenance and condition
assessment requirements for safety climb systems are
not within the scope of the Standard.” The safety climb
system is an appurtenance while on the structure and
does not become a safety climb system until a competent person uses it as part of a fall protection plan. So,
while the safety climb may be assessed as a part of a
maintenance and condition assessment of the structure
it should not be considered usable as fall protection
until inspected by a competent person as part of a
complete fall protection plan. This logic also applies
to any structural member (tower leg, diagonal, etc.) or
connection considered for fall protection use by the
competent person as part of their fall protection plan.
Proposed language in Revision H helps clarify recommended Intervals in section 14.4:
Maintenance and condition assessment recommendations are as follows:
1.

Three-year intervals for guyed masts and five-year
intervals for self-supporting structures.
Note: The intervals recommended are based on
industry experience for communication structures
designed and installed per EIA or ANSI/TIA-222
Standards. More frequent inspection intervals were
found to be unwarranted.

2.

After severe wind and/or ice storms or other extreme conditions.

3.

Shorter inspection intervals may be required for
Risk Category III or IV structures and structures in
coastal regions, in corrosive environments, and in
areas subject to frequent vandalism.

It is important to note that these are recommended
intervals that tower owners or engineers use to formulate a site-specific maintenance and condition assessment plan. The recommended intervals can change
based on factors such as age of the structure and/or
how often they are assessed and maintained. There
are cases, based on the location and type of structure, as well as other factors that the maintenance and
assessment cycle may be extended beyond five years.
The inverse is also true. For example, a guyed tower
located in corrosive environment may require intervals
that are more frequent. It is up to the owner and their
engineering professionals to use the TIA recommendations to create a program that incorporates site-specific
information such as the structure type, location and the
environment.
Note two (2), in Section 14.4 (Rev H) recommends that
assessments after extreme weather events could be
warranted. For example, in the event of a category
five (V) hurricane, tower owners and carriers typically
choose to deploy teams to determine the extent of
damage to their wireless infrastructure.
Maintenance is emphasized by being the first word of
the title for this section as it is a critical component.
Typically, references are made to TIA maintenance and
condition assessments as inspections only. This is a
misinterpretation of Section 14, as it is very important
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PLANNING ADVISORY NOTICE (CONTINUED)
to understand the critical nature of the word “Maintenance” as it is an actionable item. Depending on
the types of maintenance issues discovered during a
condition assessment, it is the expectation that the
structure will be maintained in accordance with the
owner’s maintenance plan to assure structural integrity.
Items discovered, that could adversely affect the structure, should be brought to the tower owners attention
immediately so its engineers and operations teams
can determine what maintenance or repairs, if any, are
required. To perform a condition
assessment (inspection) without
performing a proper maintenance
review is contrary to the intent of
the Standard.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Annex J is a guideline and checklist
for the maintenance and condition
assessment.
ANSI/TIA-222-G-2 Annex J: Maintenance and Condition Assessment
(Normative) – The preamble reads
as follows:
“This annex provides checklists
for: (a) maintenance and condition
assessment and (b) field mapping
of structures and appurtenances.
Note: This annex does not provide
means and methods for RF protection.”
Tower owners and their engineering support team(s) typically use
Annex J as the baseline when
creating site-specific maintenance
and condition programs. ANSI/TIA222 is a consensus standard based
on best practices and comprised
of committees, such as TIA TR-14.
These individuals are subject matter experts voluntarily contributing
their time and talent to the industry.
Each subsequent ANSI/TIA Standard has been an improvement
over the last. ANSI/TIA-222-H is
no exception and TIA expects that
earlier revisions will be superseded,
except for the purposes outlined in
the current published Standard. It
is the TR-14 member’s expectation
that the development of ANSI/TIA222-H will help the entire industry.
Some of the critical areas covered
in ANSI/TIA-222-H Annex J:

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PLANNING ADVISORY NOTICE (CONTINUED)
Section J.2 Provides guidelines for following:
A. Mapping of Appurtenances
1.

Mounting Systems

B. Mapping of Structural Members and Connections
1.

Self-Supporting Latticed Structures

2.

Guyed Masts

3.

Pole Structures

4.

Connections

C. Tolerances
J.1 – Maintenance and Condition Assessment
A. Structure Condition
B. Finish
C. Lighting
D. Grounding
E. Appurtenances such as Mounts, Antennas and
Lines
F.

Other Appurtenances (walkways, platforms, sensors, floodlights, etc.)

G. Base Insulator Condition for AM Towers (AM
detuning kits, fiberglass rods on broadcast towers,
Phillystran, etc.)
H. Guys
I.

Concrete Foundations

J.

Structure Alignment

K. Previous Modifications to Structure
Annex J provides an excellent guide for tower owners
and engineers to establish a site-specific condition and
maintenance program. A properly managed maintenance and condition assessment program ensures
that the structure is maintained in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations and helps with the
long-term performance of the structure. The annex also
provides some base line information on mapping that
should be considered by engineers when a mapping is
required. The following is an overview of some of the
subject area covered and in an upcoming PAN we will
go into further detail on section J.2.
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D. Twist and Out-of-Plumb determination for Towers
Understanding Annex K (Informative) is recommended
because it addresses the measurement of the guy wire
tensions. Any adjustment to the tensions of the guy
wires can also have an impact on the twist and plumb
on the tower. Annex K provides the engineering equations and content related to measuring guy tensions,
however it does not address the means and methods
related to this type of work. As discussed in other
PANs, ANSI/ASSE A10.48 should be considered for
the means and methods. Annex K provides two basic
methods for measuring guy wire tensions:
A. Direct Method (load cell)
B. Indirect Methods
1.

Pulse Method

2.

Tangent Intercept Method

Note that the approval of shunt dynamometers is a
new addition as a method for measuring guy tensions
for Revision H.
Once ANSI/TIA-222-H is approved (see process below),
the PAN committee will delve further into these two
annexes. Currently the TR-14 task group is finalizing
the draft. Once the draft is finalized, the full committee
will vote to approve. Once approved by the full committee there will be a public ANSI ballot/vote that will
ultimately lead to the publication of ANSI/TIA-222-H Structural Standard for Antenna Supporting Structures
and Antennas and Small Wind Turbine Structures. n

